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MUSIC,” by Conrad Kiesel.
***♦***»»»>»»»»»»»»» *****************9******
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reached when the wheezy church organ is replaced with
a brilliant-toned specimen of the king of instruments,
and the teacher, who is also organist, revels in recitals
and additional pupils galore.
I have known people." once said a prominent
teacher, “for whom 1 should expect to hear of the
wilderness blossoming, were they to be landed in
Sahara."
But a solving is inevitable, and will be found to
comprehend closer study of individual methods, if not
recognition of the "Bt survival.” “Deserve success, and
you shall command it!” says the old proverb, which
iet us revise: “Command success, and you shall at¬
tain it.” “A justified consciousness of personal worth”
must be supplemented by a mental attitude of deter¬
mination, which, if sufficiently steadfast, will attract
to itself success.
• • •

many concert goers have noticed the
reappearances of such pieces as Weber's “invitation
to the Walt*," Mendelssohn's “Rondo Capriecioso,”
and Chopin's “Scherxo in it flat Minor” on the pro¬
grams of recent piano-virtuosi These pieces are con¬
sidered by some to be hackneyed, and are supposed to
have been played to such an extent by departed genera
irons that the present one does not care to listen to
them. Experience proves, however, that this is not the
case. The above-mentioned pieces seem to please to¬
day as much as they ever did. Their performance is
greeted with signs of undisguised pleasure. To be sure,
one occasionally hears a murmur of dissent, which!
when translated into the vernacular, forms the word
"chestnuts.” But these signs of disapproval are few
and far between. The hold which this sort of music
has retained upon popular esteem proves one thing. It
proves that this music is made of the tissue that
resists the ravages of time. Its beauty is not for yes¬
terday nor to-day-it is for a long time to come. It,
Dovbti.cm

the same things over and over.
Don't teach music unless you know how to adapt
your instruction to the individual needs of your pupils.
Don't teach music unless you can take a good sug¬
gestion froifi anyone whosoever.
Don't teach music unless you can be civil and courteous to other teachers.
Don't teach music unless you study human nature
Don t teach music unless you know how to correct
mistakes without hurting the pupil's feelings.
Dont teach music unless you can secure obedience
™i violence.
, g the PUPU °r resortin8 t0 ridicule or
personal
jsie* music if you are habituau*
Don't teach music unless you can control your temr*r.
Don't teach music unless you can make the studv
of music attractive to your pupils.
*
FOR PUPILS.
BT 5. E. CRAIG, CALHOUN, GA.

Wi‘h the mind

Don t play like a machine.
Don't abuse the pedal.
Don't neglect the little things
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succession.

4 6 two or three times in

Don't have irregular hours for practice
Don't

«XS* *“ p”“" ■““* ««*•*»
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tan” without cuts. Close your eyes and if possible
your ears and take a nap. Nobody will be aware of
your peaceful slumbers, but everyone will admire your
deep appreciation of music. You will be awakened by
the frantic applause at the end of the act in tune to
applaud more hysterically than the others. Such is
your duty.
Don’t express your opinion of a production before
reading the morning paper. Whenever possible, al
ways air your deep appreciation and knowledge.
Don t say the performance was “good,” but say b
was “giand.” Don't say it was “bad,” but say it ffa5
“horrible.” If a great artist happens to make a mis
take and if you happen to notice it, shake your bea
in disgust and exclaim: “Why, that man has no tech¬
nic whatever! I never miss that note!”
Don t applaud any composition of any America*
composer, unless he has studied abroad, unless 1
score is like a blotting paper of Richard W agner. ^
unless he imitates the peculiarities of “Rag-tinie^
Then you may say: “He may not be a Richard Wagner, but he is an American composer.”

Don t miss lessons.
Don t make excuses.

£5

notes. As music is an emotional art, you will never
enjoy it without knowing how music is manufactured.
Don’t applaud any artist, unless his manager anil
“his” critic tell you that he is the Siegfried of the piano
or the Wotan of the kettle-drum. Then your enthu¬
siasm should be hysterical. A dignified attitude is
especially unladylike, when a Paderewski is the centre
of adoration.
Don t go to a musical performance because you love
music, but because it is the fashion. Even if you are
not musical and even if you are bored, be a slave of
the fashion. Pay your five dollars, patronize “Tris¬

to endto ask q„estio„rnng g°°d m,'sie'

He
No true artist ever yet worked for ambition,
does the thing which is in him to do by a force
stronger than himself. The first fruits of a niaa:
genius are always pure of greed.

/

the convent, or in the .cuts of the dusky convent
chapel, while Robert Browning at the organ chased a
fugue or dreamed out upon the twilight keys a faint,
throbbing toccata of lialuppi.”
nLIrSl
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•sttmet: 1‘tobably owing to the tendency of the times
specialism. The modern pianist devotes so many
yrnrn to the acquisition of technic that verv little
Dm* is left for him to devote to the cultivation of
Other departments 0f mu.a. How many pianist* are
capable for instance, of reading a score at sight*
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DON'T RUSH INTO PRINT.
BY THEODORE STEARNS.

A rapidly increasing mania on the part of com¬
posers for rushing their manuscripts into print is
just now annoying music publishers to a great extent.
There are, and always have been, the usual influx of
mediocre compositions that go the way of all worth¬
less writing—into the waste-basket or back to the
originators. But within the last two years, and, espe¬
cially since last summer, from the manner in which
worthless mss. are pouring into publishing houses ac¬
companied bv breathless prayers for publication, it
would seem that every young pianist or singer within
easy reach of summer park concerts, inspired by the
puerile antics of a red-coated cornet leader or sense¬
less pendulum movement with both arms of some band¬
master, had taken to translating to innocent ink and
music paper his or her immortal coon-step inspiration,
not once, perhaps, realizing that a publisher would
dare to refuse such an effort when the bare printing
of it would be to his emolument.
M"hat matter if the composer knows nothing of har¬
mony or composition! The publisher's critic will cor¬
rect all the mistakes and worship the sparkling idea,
with its stirring rhythm. Behold it is genuine rag¬
time! Selah!
This is one class of the pests that annoy the pub"
lisher; pests that demand, insist, urged by admiring
friends, and full of injured dignity or scathing de¬
nunciation when told their composition is unavaiiableBut by far more perplexing, more dangerous, and more
difficult to handle are the “composers” who have
studied; who have very fine ideas sometimes and yet
strew parallel octaves, fifths, false voice leadings, and
other foreign or domestic substance into an amaring
tangle and with the sublimest contempt withal. These
same composers (they are largely successful teachers)

band which are in the Thiergnrten.
~Romeo et Juliette,” by Herlios, has just been
played in Munich for the first time under the direction
of Mr. Henri Porges. It was an enthusiastic success.
Maw-aoni has dedicated the score of his new opera,
ihe Masks," to himself. The peculiar dedication
reads: "To myself in highest esteem and unchanged
affection.”

It Is said that Josrffjr Is to resign from the National
Conservatory of Music at the end of this season, and
devote his time to private teaching and to more fre¬
quent public performances.
Hkr Arnold Mendeumk' recently presented
”Der Baerenhwuter,” an opera in three acts, which
tact is interesting only because the composer is a
descendant of Mendelssohn.
Thb Cowman Liederkrenz. Dt. Paul Klengel, con
duetor, presented Cesar Franck's oratorio, “Les Beati¬
tudes, at Carnegie Hall, New York (March 25th).
It was the first time yet given in America.
Owmu to the lethargy of tlie directors and meiube
of the Society of American Musicians and Compose!
I "resident Edward McDowell has resigned. The i
activity of thta organization is to be lamented.
late
achieved great sunwsa in Copenhagen. Budapest, at
tVrtin as the interpreter of Ludwig Schyttes ne
dramatic seene ’’Hero.- for voice ami orchestra.
FnArLEix

Mari, aretii.v
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has

M*. F.*v*st tmn 8HARPE. an American wl
enjoy, the distinction of being the only English spea
iag man who has been invited to study the Wagnerii
relcs at Bryn-nth, gave a song-recital in Boston Man
•*t tk.
Giokiaxo is at work on a score for a libretto mac
Iron, one of Rostand « unacted comedies. H* will *U
make an opera of “L’Algeoa ’ if Uie play a a ■meres

The famous Konservatorium of Leipzig is about

be destroyed. It was here that Mendelssohn, in IS
instituted the Leipzig Hochschule. The Konser
torium was attended by many of the most fam,
composers of that time, and by many foreigners, pi
eipally Americans, English, and Russians.
The third annual dinner of the Musical Directc
AssociaUon took place on Sunday, March 25th, wl
the chair was taken by Sir Alexander McKensie Pr
npal of the Royal Academy of Music. The compo
ffnest of the evening was Mr. Fred. H. Cowen c.

rtuetor of the Philharmonic Society. This is one
I-ondon s notably successful associations.
A Perosi stock company, with a capital of §50 0
has been formed in Milan for the "perfoLnee
ureh music. The company has bought the ehui
- nta Maria della Pace for $19,000, and will turn
into ft music hall TKw
•
t,
turn
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An orchestra of thirty-five pieces accom¬

The “B-minor Mass” is the most colossal work of
its kind, and its final production in America marks an
important epoch in our musical history. The per¬
formance at Bethlehem was very satisfactorily given,
and a large gathering of representative musicians from
different cities attended.

A CHAT WITH THE MUSIC PUPIL.
BY E. F. BEAL.
Did I hear you say that this nocturne is about the
ugliest piece you ever tried to learn ? So it lacks spirit,
liveliness, etc., does it? No wonder you are disap¬
pointed.
The nocturne, as it's name implies, is a night-piece;
constructed to carry or express soulful tenderness and
serious emotional moods created in the mind by a con¬
templation, perhaps, of the past with its sorrows, and
even its sweet, but lost, happiness. Those thoughts
that come to one, you know, when the interrupting
and noisy sounds of the day-time are hushed.
Tou have been trying to express liveliness and joy
in this nocturne, and it refuses to accommodate itself
to lively moods. Could you render Longfellow s An
Afternoon in February” to express a lively or humor¬
ous mood?
^ ou must try and find out the meaning of this
nocturne; and when you do this you will see at one*
that an entirely different means than you have been
using so far is necessary to express truthfully and
beautifully the lovely meaning embodied therein.
Is Longfellow’s “Evangeline” ugly or uninteresting
because it lacks mirth and liveliness? Would it not
be sinfully ugly, if through some rnunderstand;-,
>'ou should try to render it humorous or "funny.

been surpassed. And, for this, his life-story is in¬
spiring in that it show* how grave a responsibility he
regarded his talent to be, and bow well he recognised
that it demanded him to give great labor if he de¬
sired great accomplishment.
He was the most significant member of a family
that hail been famous in music for two centuries.
Particularly in Thuringia, but not confined to it. the
best music positions were held by "The Bachs." They
met in family gatherings, made music, discussed its
problems, learned of one another what was doing in
the art; and by steadfastness, perseverance, and earli¬
est love for musk kept In touch with everything
of the beat. Thus, by effort they overcame to an
extent the limitations of the time. Travel was nut
easily accomplished, letters were uncertain, news was
carried hy the chance-voyager; and not by telegraphic
associations. Tu meet and in a measure to get out oi
themselves was merely in the Bachs evidence of their
dssive to increase themselves by that restless activity
whkh evevy biography shows to be significant.
H Skbastian Bach could have vkibnl America in his
boyhood he would have found New York a busy place
of four thousand people. He would have learned in
New York that a few yean before, in Mss, in fact,
William Penn met the Indian* beneath a great elmtree. that grew beside the Delaware Hirer, bought
land from them, and made with them a treaty of
pence and good will , ami ,h,
year be laid out
a capital city for the colony, naming it Philadelphia.
Had he jpow to Boston from New York he would have
had to make the journey by stage coach for whkh six
days at least were required, traveling until ten o'clock
*t night, eating n frugal supper, and sleeping until
(Compiled from Mr. Tapper’s forthcoming book:
“First Studies in Music Biography- A complete
announcement of this book will be found on another
fmge. at this issue of Ttw ETrro*.—Eoitob. j

to use his wits to get some music to play beyond that
which he received for lessons. His brother had *forbidden him the use of a certain volume which con¬
tained what he wanted, ostensibly because the music
was difficult, though it has been hinted at that he was
jealous of the boy's remarkable ability. However, to
gain possession of the coveted prize Sebastian crept
downstairs on moonlight nights and copied every note,
lhis task lasted six months, and at the end of that
time the elder brother discovered the copy and took
it away.
thrown upon his own resources. The consequence
that he and another boy named Georg Erdmann 1
haps at the suggestion of one of the teachers at
Lyceum, walked from Ohrdruf to Lilneburg. a dista
of many miles, and applied for admission to the cl
of St Michael's School.

,
urg was consequently Bach’s third p
residence. HU skill as a claviehord-plaver ar
violmist together Wilh his fine voice, soured
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Dr. John Duncan Quackenbos, the hypnotic sci¬
entist of New York City, whose experiments in hyp¬
notism have been closely watched by the medicoscientific world, now claims to be able to help mu¬
sicians addicted to stage nervousness. Furthermore,
Dr. Quackenbos asserts, throat afflictions of singers
resulting from climatic changes, can be relieved, if
not entirely eliminated, by hypnotic science. Dr.
Quackenbos, who is widely known and respected in
the medical fraternity, in a recent special interview for
The Etude said:
“The effect of my hypnotic treatment on singers and

performers has been to convert powers potential into
powers actual, and this explains why my pupils have
been able to play unknown and difficult music with
case. The talent- must be there. The musician is first
made to apprehend it, and then inspired to use it
spontaneously as a medium of soul expression.
“What makes the difference between a Calvfi and
an average singer? If this difference can be defined
—provided the laryngeal mechanism of the average
singer is physically perfect—it can be removed by
hypnotism.
“To a certain extent it is due to vocal awkwardness,
and vocal awkwardness may be converted into vocal
grace as readily as finger-stiffness can be made to gi'e
place to finger-dexterity with the strings or keys. 1
have done both.
“The removal of embarrassment, of confusion ot
nervousness before an audience is easily effected by
hypnotism. Singers and actresses are readily made
to feel their own value, to be above sensitiveness 1°
criticism, to admit no inferiority or imperfection, t
conform intuitively to the highest rules of their art.
not offensively, but modestly, yet with all the confi
dence of genius.”
One direction in which Dr. Quackenbos has met with
success is in rendering the voices of singers in**®
to changes of weather.

profession by sacrificing the costly time of their stu¬
dent* and obtaining hard earned money from the san¬
guine parents of the tame for something of no real
value. "By their lessons,” Wieck says, “they will
only ruin our young people now growing up with
promising talent for piano playing, and will produce
•urrftNUin lik# thfmn'lm'*
A week or two ago a friend sent me a paper con¬
taining the following advertisement:
MUSIC LKSSOX&
Instruction on Piano. Organ. Band Instruments,
and ia Thom Base and Harmony.
Ihe large number of my former pupiU who
can (and will) “pi** a piece," acrompaniment for
church singing or orchestra! instrument* when
asked, and some of whom are aueeeaaful teachers,
prove the fracticamutt of the course of in
struct inn followed.
I particularly desire pupils who wish to* nuke
some fs« of their music and will work for that
end. Terms reasonable, instruction thoro and
practical. Pwpib desired for the coming spring
•mi •ummer.
*
To all fellow .teachers, who mar advertise, I *111
Titt
"nl> Tk
*hkh W* ™n
"
y
<*oed. bright, truthful advertcements are sure to bring good results. Let us examine the shore advertisement.
First of an no one lu, the -Wily to be a thorough
aid soera-mhU instructor in all of the following liiTes

the great masters. There are too many vain young
ladies laboring under the impression "that, because
their parents and other relatives flatter them with a
few words of praise after playing a selection, they
am now ready to startle the world with wonderfu’l
achievements and are entitled to take the leading
parts m all church and social entertainments
And
wha, are they? Half-developed performers, pianopounders frauds. Sit through one of their performanjs and you run great danger of nervous prostra¬

fraud L ,hp
f
"0t baU,e a^iDst tllis *s «
“ thc Prof«*‘°»- A community that gives patronage to a teacher of the above kind sureh 'tands
on y m the first steps of civilization.
'
”
tauehtV" T'St

Xy,Cpl“’D'cuckoo,^p.'
£"* L,P
, nUTOrw** ^ musical or uumuZl
msbuna-nts that may be chmjfet M ^ j
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. =,“ £-
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WANTED: RESULTS!

BT THALEON BLAKE.

It is results for whicli the world is continually
searching. When a young man fresh from college asks
for employment, ten chances to one the busy, prac¬
tical, businessman will not ask him: “Where did yon
graduate.'

nor “What do you know?” but “Whit
can you do?’ And that is the question which must
be answered by each eager youth who wishes to enter
the portals of the world’s activities.
The businessman does not decry education, nor
knowledge, in itself, but he must, from the condition
of things in general which makes his environment,
place these as matters of only secondary importance
unless they -can achieve some actual and useful work.
Only when education and knowledge produce results
do these receive his attention.
Ibis same question is asked each aspirant to artistic
fame. Diplomas and honors do not count very much
toward winning artistic success before the public¬
's hieh cares very little for such things, but which in¬
quires very earnestly about results, “What can you
do?
‘Can you play the piano, sing in opera, con¬
duct an orchestra, teach music,—successfully? ’O14
thing you are making a specialty of—can you work
-urely, steadily, knowingly, to the goal of success in
that line?
Therefore, young musicians, labor day and
night to master your business, steel your hearts,
minds, and wills against the seductions of indolence
and pleasure, and buckle down to hard work, deter¬
mined to he able to do something in this world, and
do it well. By results are we known, and by th#»>
also, are we rated as a success or a failure.

that he could play a long staccato passage with fairly
good tone-results and great rapidity. Again and again
he made the attempt, and each time was rewarded
with a result which, though only partially satisfactory,
fully satisfied him that he had discovered the means
of developing an incomparable staccato.
The discovery which Wieniawski made was as fol¬
lows: lie found that so long as be confined his efforts
to a wrist stroke, he was unable to advance his stac¬
cato beyond mediocrity; but with a wholly inactive
wrist, and an exceedingly rigid ami, be was at once
enabled to play a clear, crisp staccato with remarkable
velocity.
When the first delights of acquisition had begun to
subside, Wieniawski applied himself rigorously to the
regulation of speed; for it was only too palpable that
the extraordinary spaed attained by means of a rigid
arm would, if not properly controlled, prove a quite
useless accomplishment. After much real and tire
less energy, he found himself master of a staccato
whose exquisite quality and brilliancy captivated all
the violinists of his day.
This anecdote should serve to encourage all students
who are struggling with the peculiar difficulties of the
staccatostroke. But it is well to add that Wieniawski's experience should not mislead them into the
adoption of such measures as he employed; for what
proved a brilliant success in his rase might, in similar
attempts, prove a dismal failure. Indeed, the very
rigidity of arm which enabled him to achieve excep
tional results might prove disastrous in the experi¬
ments of other, and lesser, violinists. Wieniawski'*
experience with staccato proves beyond a doubt, how¬
ever. that no fixed rule* are applicable for the acquire¬
ment of this fascinating Wing. All violinists acquire
•t in a peculiarly iadirutuat manner; and their expert
II ents are greatly influenced by physical conditions,
and by the general teaming which the right arm has

linists, throughout more than ten decades, have stub¬
bornly clung to the Cremonese instruments with no
better excuse for doing so than that of mere antiquity.
When the scarcity of fine old specimens is only con¬
sidered, as well as the prohibitive sums that are nowa¬
days demanded for a Stradivari or a Guarnerius, it
must seem foolish to believe that those men who ab¬
solutely require fine instruments, and generally can
ill a fiord to waste their hard-earned savings—it must
l say, seem foolish to believe that these very men remse to avail themselves of the golden opportunity
which, they are told, is now presenting itself to them
It is quite true that professional violinists hesitate
to perform in public upon the instruments that are
made tiMlay; but such reluctance may truly be
“ir* th<! q“ality °f the in9tru®«ts themselves,
rather than to our players’ settled determination to
thl°man„T fthe °ld maStCTS' g'0ry t0 descend
r™r,°
Mdle-makers. And when
*7 *ha‘ / would “"hesitatingly play on any new
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young players is nothing less than extraordinary. To
him, these very scales—so sapless and uninteresting
to the beginner—are forms of musical expression con¬
taining many beauties which unfold themselves only
to the faithful. And though his view may, by less
serious players, be summed up as an idealization of
the thing itself, there can be no question as to the
dignified rank which scales will always occupy in tech¬
nical achievement.
Sarasate, one of the most finished technicians im¬
aginable, is known to have been most assiduous in his
devotion to the study of scales. Even though we had
not his personal assurance on this score, it would re¬
quire no especial powers of divination to attribute his
exquisite skill to its chief or primal source. The ex¬
ceptional smoothness and brilliancy which characterize
the Spanish virtuoso’s technic are, in themselves, suf¬
ficient evidence of the source from which they have
sprung. Had he not attained such complete mastery
of the scales, he would be unable to give us those won¬
derful exhibitions of technic which have won the ad¬
miration of a quarter of a century of violinists.
Looking the question squarely in the face, there is
absolutely nothing in the study of scales to affright
any earnest student. Like all other forms of technic,
they present certain difficulties whose mastery require*
patient and tenacious application. It is not sufficieuf
to be able to play the notes of a scale with great ac*
curacy as regards intonation. This, indeed, is but the
first requisite—the mere beginning of efficiency in the
art. The second question to consider is the one oi
effecting all changes of position so successfully that
even the longest scale will flow as smoothly as one
that is played without change of position. These two
questions constitute the very first principles of setfe*
technic; but, if they receive the attention which the>
merit, the least interesting and most arduous part 0
the work has been performed.
N^ext in order comes the work of establishing t

colored phase of intensity. The musical must be built
upon a more substantial basis than the merely me
chaaical if one s success be thorough and assured, and
that Itasis is the intellectual, which includes both the
•motion*! ami npiritual.

NOTES FROM A STUDIO.
CHARI ES W. LANDOJ*.
A Pvni often come* to a teacher with ideas of ex¬
pression and technic partly formed, most „f it being i„
a chaotic and half understood state. It is an impor¬
tant part of a teacher's work to correct those ideas
and enable the pupil to clearly understand what is
right and beat in them.
A clear understanding muat come before the playing
can be intelligent. Art demands perfection, and a
pupil niu»l be brought to realize this in order to see
the necessity of a clear understanding, and a right
performance in all tU minutest details of technic ami
eiprvMioQ.
We unfortunately lower our mental ideals of artistic
tWKienng to our ordinary level of careless playing
thus deadening our inner musical consciousness.
M hen a pupil allows carelessness to creep into his
SjJEi-IP"*"- he Slip, backward.
Then all of this ground ha. to be worked over again
be or. an, worthy or real advancement can be made'
In working up pieces, after the technical difficulties
•““I"*"*1- th*T
be practiced with the
«pres«on they retire for public performance until
thi. expression become* as much a fixed habit as a<s
curat, note playing .ml fingermg have been
Ex
pr«»mn must be a matter of feeling. The emot,on.,
nature is .* auseepUW. of cultivation .ml develop
ment a* he technical or mechanical powers of the
player. Musical emotion » greatly » matter of rhyth
mic»I uw.ing. A pupil may be sure he is p|»ymg

and not with another. No one is to blame. The
proper sympathetic conditions were wanting from the
start
s
(hie of the most difficult things in my experience is
get into the soul (I say soul advisedly, for it is
the sou 0f the pupil that must be moved-the inspirational part) of some pupils that touch and technic
are. after all, the basis of good playing. How I have
striven with phlegmatic pupils who were forced into
„y 1,mnoforte ar‘‘na by parents who decreed, like fate-
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LESSONS IN ACCOMPANYING.
CHARLES S. SHILTON.

It is astonishing how few piano pupils are able to
accompany well. Those who can do this usually have
a brother or sister at home who sings or plays the
violin, and have been kept at it for years. It is well
for a teacher to make systematic efforts in this direc¬
tion, and it is a means of developing enthusiasm in
his class. Let the teacher of piano seek some teacher
of voice or violin; find out what the latter's pupils
are studying and give the accompaniments to his own
pupils to learn, as carefully as piano solos.
For the more advanced there will be such songs as
\\ agner s “Dreams/’ Schumann’s “Two Grenadiers.
St. SUens* aria “My Heart at thy Sweet Voice” (the
accompaniment a valuable study for hand staccato,
skips, leggiero, and singing legato), or violin numbers
like Wieniawski’s “Legende,” Yieuxtemps's “Reverie,
Raff s “Cavatina/' Svendsen’s “Romance,” with suit¬
able easier pieces for younger players. Then let the
two teachers meet their pupils informally or at a joi#
recital, and hear them perform together. A little tad
would render this a pleasant social occasion, and
which would extend the influence of both teacheis.
while to the pupils the ensemble training would be oi
the greatest value, and an acquaintance with sud
works as the above would conduce to broad
culture and be of social advantage.
*

*

•»

A MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING.
MADAME A. rUPIN.

Many young people seem to begin their studies witk
the idea that the teacher is their enemy. These a ^
reasoning creatures act both on the defensive and
the offensive: they make up their minds beforeh*11
that what the teacher gives them to do is goto? t0

ing the melody tone come in advance of the remainder
of the chord and the left band later still. The delay
must be Infinitesimal, but perceptible. So in time you
Will get it corrected.
I think it is a muscular habit,
and U it were a case of the left hand's coming later
we might attribute it to a slower travel of nerve iraP«lse: but this would hardly do in the case of the
smart right hand. It is probably a slower travel of
brains. The habit of playing all the tones of a chord
exactly together and with fullnese is one of the most
important ones to form early in the education.
• • •

•U playing Dr. Mason’s two finger exercises, should
the fingers rest on the keys or assume the position
shown in figure I. A. Vol. I?—C. E. JThe form of this question U so vagus that I do not
.k“°T
I- Plying the clinging
tonefe, all the fingers are raised away from the keys
£17*
P*rtk'Ul*r
or tlro
«*upi«i in
holding' the key or in changing from one key to the
other. 1 still prefsr Dr. Mason s old way of raising the
finger which quits the key before permuting it to de**nd again to take the next key. AU the unemployed
finger, are mi*d. the points an inch or more from the
knys. 1 think it ia better. I do not like to sc* the
eoat-tails of the hand dragging over the fioorT? £
keys, as it were.

The arm moves enough to bring the hand where
wants to play; and the fingers brace themselves
place the hand’s touch upon the keys which the hai
desires. In finger-touch the arm brings the hand
the proper part of the keyboard, and the hand su
ports and backs up the fingers; the fingers do tl
5ST5t£ th“ P,'aint
411 P'ay*nS you use ,
three of these members-arm, hand, and finders Tl
question is which one is mainly doing the wor
Which one is ‘ officer of the day?”
Nine-tenths of all the playing is finger. All fine di
Unctions between voices and all intelligence come int
2^2? th,T8h the hVing ^-- Volume com!

>ve. the finger, moving os lightly as £ £ ^
Pa“
»wn joints. The great vafue of
b ® Up°" thei
in these different torches is to h ^ ,Ma3°D eXercise
the different ways in wk- u , r*n^ 40 conseiousnes

when she has done that, Book I of phrasing. By ^
time she gets to the middle of grade III, she will i*
quite ready to do the arpeggio studies of Doering
which you find there. Meanwhile teach her the earier
two-finger exercises, following the book as well as J°'J
can; and the arpeggios.
In short, read the Mason book, try the pieces nnuyou understand them, and then teach them. Do no*
be too timid.

flexible.

You do not need the Kohler book. It is old
ioned and dull. If you want pieces get the publish

h
r1’ aeCOrding t0 how much yo
T'7 WOrk i9
""less it is of a natu,

tzs&si.** r- T c
,

produce the effect desired.

y

ThpP 7

h*avily as 1

P nfied and rendered mor

The ftager position shown ia this figure ,t B is not
£*k
**• two-finger exercise
it happens when a single note only is pl.yed. and is
me^at to illustrate the extreme relaxation of the hand
TVs playing position ia more like those in figure £
In preparing for the arm-touch (down arm) the hand
£lhT.rh
h^- “ th»‘ **
nre^
or three inches away from the keys When the touch
has bee. made ,h. wrist sinks down
shown in fig
~ h In preparing for the hand-tomb the hand
**** ,tnm lh* k#r». two or three inches higher.

changing note with the fifth, still holding the other
note. I mean suppose she touches with the right hand
a sixth, thumb on E and fourth finger on C. Still
holding E she can play for soprano C I) C, thus reach¬
ing a seventh. The ligaments are soft at this age and
the hand can be widened successfully.
Also encourage a wide reach between the thumb and
second finger. Meanwhile teach her by degrees all the
things in the “Primer of Music” by Dr. Mason and
myself. Do not hurry. Take plenty of time, but when
she understands everything in one chapter, go on to
the next. These are fundamentals. F&r poetic play¬
ing let her have my “Introduction to Phrasing”; and

”* WOald IUW

eew formthJonlw.

the
Grades is
, - ** book of
You can hardly better it '£“* ”jnection I kn
^tter if there had been
* W0U,d ha'
*° much in c. Teach t
k<7S 8<xmer ai
production from the bemnni
eSerci3Ca fo'
beginning; and add the arp

of The Etude to send some.
Teach her by degrees all the forms of tone-pr°da'lion (arm, hand, and finger) and permit her to P-1whatever she likes at home, subject only to the cwtion that faults are to be corrected as soon as
•
appear. If she is musical, as all the signs indicate,
her enjoy herself. A young duck runs very little n*
of taking cold by wetting her feet.
Show me the teacher who has sympathy with ^
dren and I will show you the teacher who knows ^

to control them, who knows how to arouse
action. Show me the teacher who loves not r':1
and I will show you a person who ought to 1*1 ^ ,
>ng alone, a person who ought to be at the
bench and not in the school-room or at the pis**0-

heart swelling with anticipation, he is greeted by the
distant solemn tolling of cathedral bells, too evidently
funeral bells, and soon is met by a slowly moving,
somber procession of black-robed monks and mourners^
bearing to her last resting place in the church-yard
the very bride to whose fond greeting he has so ardently looked forward.
The music, soft and mu tiled at first, like the toll
of far off bells, gradually grows in power and in¬
tensity as the procession advances, assuming more and
more the henry, measured, inflexible rhythm of funeral
march, and swelling at last to an overwhelming climax
of passionate pain.
Then the procession comes to n stand by the open
grave; then, after a brief pause, the sweet, plaintive
trio melody enters, pure and tender like a prayer at
the grave, touched and thrilled to warmth and pathos
by memories of happier days, after which the march
movement is resumed aa the procession slowly and
sadly returns to the village, the music hearing, crush¬
ing, inexorable at first as the voice of fate, gradually
recedes, diminishes, dies in the distance; and then,
in the sonata, follows the last movement, the presto,
in some respects the most original and nuat impressive
of all, the lament of the autumn night-wind over a
forsaken grave, one of the few cams in which Chopin
chose to he distinctly realistic, a literal and graphic
imitation of wind effects, yet woven through it is nn
unmistakable suggestion of the mood of the hour and
situation, the chill, the gloom, the wild despair, and
a hint of that ever darker thought that will arise at
such moment* after death, formless, void chaos. There
is aa Important vein of allegory underlining this whole
story, like a deep substrata. The hero is a personifica¬
tion of the typical Polish patriot, straggling in a for¬
lorn hope for hia native land: the bride is Poland,
and the mighty overwhelming grief expressed ia more
than a personal sorrow: it ia for the death and burial
of a nation

hour daily, and you are anxious to make the best use
of it. \\ hat is the most advisable course to pursue
under the circumstances? I think there will be no
doubt in the minds of all my readers that it is an utter
impossibility to become a first-rate pianist by means
oi one hour’s daily practice; but, on the other hand,
1 feel myself to be well within the truth when I assert
that, given a musical disposition, and some pianistic
ability, it is possible to become an excellent aecompanvist by devoting the above-mentioned time to study
and practice.
I feel confident that it would be useless for me to
attempt to point out how invaluable a good accompanyist is; which of us has not witnessed the con¬
fusion of a well-trained, but one-sided, pianist who, at
the conclusion of a brilliant performance, has been
asked to play the accompaniment of a new and easy
song? How he regrets the fact that he has never
learned to play at sight, and how ashamed he feels
when a much less skillful musician than himself steps
to the piano and plays the song with the greatest ease!
'
* S°°^ accompanyist is invaluable! It is hardly
an exaggeration to say that he is worth his weight
in gold! He fills a place which few are competent to
fill, and his ability is always recognized by those who
are capable of appreciating real musical talent
And now let me point out how this difficult yet
fascinating, branch of music may be acquired. But
at the outset I must say that I shall write only of
the accompany ist who does his work at first sight:
an accompanyist who finds it necessary to study" his
*ork beforehand is of little use. It is' held bv most
musician, that the best proof of a person’s inherent
musical ability is to test his power-undeveloped, it
may be-of reading at right; if he have the power in
*"-T. "0t'7mbl* dt9Tf<!- ‘l may ** taken
granted
that be has musical ability of a genuine description.
There ,s no doubt that this ability often lies dormant,
and that it is only by constant practice that it is

it is something of a novelty to merge one's personality
into the personality of another, and interpret the music
as he feels it. But that is the secret of good accom¬
panying. He must have complete control over his
emotions—a control so complete that he is able to
play his music in an exactly opposite manner (as re¬
gards sentiment and feeling) to what he himself would
have played it if he had been the soloist as well as the
accompanyist. For it will occasionally happen that
a singer will interpret a song in quite a different man¬
ner from what the accompanyist is accustomed to, and
the latter musician must be prepared for quite a new
reading.
A great fault of many otherwise excellent accompanyists is that they play too loud. It is no uncom¬
mon thing for the pianist to have so exaggerated an
idea of his own importance that he succeeds in an¬
nihilating altogether the efforts of the singer; and
this, of course, is a great mistake. An accompanyist
should be modest and unobtrusive: he should be quite
prepared to see the soloist taking all the applause
while he himself is utterly neglected. But, in any
case, he has the satisfaction of knowing that he has
helped in a true interpretation of a piece of real music
and surely that is by no means an unworthy reward-

The first requisite in a musician is that he should
respect, acknowledge, and do homage to what is great
and sublime in his art, instead of trying to extin
gnish the great lights, so that his own small one may
shine a little more brightly.—llendelssotin.
Mexi. for certain composers: "There are in this
world so few voices and so many echoes; and it 13
one of the most discouraging signs which can be ^
served of any time that it is an age of echoes. There
are so few men in this world who have the intellectu
power of thinking for themselves good, honest, orig
inal thoughts.”—Goethe,

F ThewondrouslybeautifulTrioinD flat
comforting and peaceful, that a finer rnJ
J°rS0Und8 so
subject would be impossible. It must be delved
Shi€f
est fervor,but without essential deviations from WlthdeeP~
irora meter and

_
march it on w n*n^

?nec^lahical execution of the entire

(pressure p/„,JT'!Tnillns toobserve, that the strictest legato
replaying) is necessary everywhere.
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To practice well to to ptag consciously, and every
instant, the right note at the right time. At two
points in practicing it is particularly necessary to
guard against inaccurate playing; at first, during the
first ten or twenty repetitions, and again after the

piece is learned, when one plays more freely. Then
the musical conscience must be very much alive.
A mistake which you hear and do not correct does
you a wrong, for a fault is a fault, whether it is no¬
ticed by others or not Listen carefully to find out
whether, where, and what you play falsely. Then your
ear will never be careless, you will learn to appreciate
correctness and beauty, and will give yourself much
pleasure.
To think that to a rirfaoso all things are easy is a
mistake. To a real virtuoso rather all things are dif¬
ficult; for he requires so much of himself and is con¬
tinually striving to reach such high ideals that he
takes pleasure in exerting himself to the utmost, and
he therefore acknowledges that what he attempts is
difficult.
In spite of aft your diligent practice you may not
rcaiias your desires unless you attend to the needs of
the body. Do not play too long at a time, and do
not fail to exercise out-of-doors every day.
Touch and Tone.
The hand of a good player to almost like a person,
and ita movements must be independent and natural.
This is especially necessary when the hand springs
from one position to another distant cne. making a
long curve. The hand must hare the feeling of a per-

suffer more than suggestion.
The proper treatment of accent is a sign by which
one may know the finest player. It does not consist
in merely giving with mechanical regularity certain
loud and soft tones, but lies in the intelligent use of
these same degrees of force, and it grows out of the
intimate knowledge and thoughtful practice of the
highest music; poor music needs no accenting of this
sort. By carefully combining accent (stress) and
rhythm the player makes of his music declamation,
and declamation requires both thought and feeling.
Ihe shades of accent in an oration, for example, are
countless; and how carefully distributed, so that not
one wrong syllable may destroy the thought, which

its course at about the same even rate, like the tempo
and the measure-rhythm of your music; like that,
too, it swells higher, rougher, and noisier at one spot,
and spreads out wider and more quiet at another, now
rushing swiftly by, now lingering an instant; but it u
always the same stream, ruuning the same course.
In this way we have in all our larger cities violinists
who could teach piano and voice culture as wed,
voice specialists who also understand the technic of the
organ and of various wind instruments; ’cellists who
are also pipe-organists, etc., etc. Now, while these
men may appear in various capacities as members 01
orchestras, organists in churches, or singers in choirs,
yet in teaching they prefer to be known as teachers

word and tone together sweep along in a very flood!
How deeply and thoroughly must a player know his
music to give it that rare accentuation—which cannot
be proved either right or wrong, because it can only
be felt, save when the metre gives the pulse of the
whole movement Then it is almost inspiration which
works within the player, directing how he shall render
the truth of the music.

of the branch of which they make a specialty,
not of every branch which they have studied.
I
wish to be known in teaching as teachers of
piano, or organ, or voice culture, or cornet, but bo

tiful writing. The fine lines must be distinct froi
heavier ones, and just as the longest curves are
cate at each end, and stronger and broader in the
die, so the tone must rise and faff in melody
passage-playing. There must be life in the music
oreofAiny. It is not forced on our notice, hut if
mner movement ceases the musical form is dead
If only every performer would try to play
would recite a simple poem, or as a child saj
prayer! “Use not vain repetitions as the hea
do
Just so the fingers should not babble me

viola and possibly the ’cello, but if he sho
^
voice culture and the piano to his list, he noul Pr0^
ably find that the better public would have non

thoughtfully make music and
that their blood flows through a mind and a heart

iwwie’ “the
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simple folk-songs, and feel how each note belor

Tulll
h°W the Wh0le 3hou!d sound,
musical organism. Ask yourself what is the tb

of several branches.
Of course, there are exceptional cases to the a
A pianist can announce himself as a teacher oi
organ and also of harmony, theory, and composi ^
a violinist would be considered competent to teac

him.
.
This reluctance of the public to accept a
in too many capacities extends as well to so 0
and audiences never take kindly to an artiatS
ance on the program in several capacities.
may sit down and play his own accompaniments

^

out infringing on the proprieties, but were he o
a violin solo or piano solo on the same Prc'^{^sionhis vocal numbers he would injure himself pro
ally in the opinion of musical people.
musician should play equally well on the vio
piano, he would find it to his interest to co
self to either one or the other in his public p®
anees, and not to attempt both.

^
^

existed, exists now, and will always exist No new
material has been ereated. None can be created.
There is separation of elements and return to former
conditions. We reach in this the principle of primordialism. When God created this earth he placed
in it everything which is in it and everything which
man can want All down the life of man there has
been growing ability to use God’s gifts. This consti¬
tute* man’s growth. By development man has come
to be able to appropriate more and more of the al¬
ready-created things, until to day he is a creature of
knowledge and ability such as has never before been
known. The end is not yet Ue will, in succeeding
generations, use forces and powers yet unknown, but
he will create nothing new. He will but call to his
aid more and more the Divine principle of things.
What is true of electricity and all other sciences and
arts is true of music. It is an entity, created when
the world began. There is no more and no less now
than there was in the day of Adam. Man has learned
better how to use music and can make it give more
to man than before. He has helped himself from the
boundless store already supplied in Nature. He has
arranged and made audible (almost visible), the prin¬
ciple of music. Education, on ono hand, consists in
securing the ability to grasp the principle of music.
It is open to aQ and to every individual. No one is
denied the fulleet draught from the Divine principle.
How much one may draw depends upon self. How
great a musician one may become, and what kind of
a musician one may be, depends not upon so-called
talents, but upon the imbibing force of the individual
mind. A small dynamo takes in small amounts of
electricity; a larger one takes more, and the ratio
of absorption is greater than the mere multiple of
sire. To compare a human being to a dynamo may
seem crude, but the mind which absorbs music is a
human dynamo. Little minds take little; greater
minds take much; double the mental capacity and
you quadruple the absorbing capacity. The lesson to
musicians is upon the ways and means of absorbing.

not the end itself.
A principle is no respecter of persons. It docs not
arraign itself against anyone. The poorest and the
richest alike come to its door, and to principle there
is no difference. One may need to pay money, often¬
times in unreasonable amounts, for the demonstration
of some kinds of music. One may find, in the course
of his study, that he eannot obtain certain things
which he wants this side of the Atlantic. Those are
details, and such as must be worked out. Be it said,
however, that one who is absorbing music finds ways
of getting at the details, one by one, as fast as he
needs them. Wherever he is he can be absorbing music
in its essence; that is, in the essential things.
Uhat "aste 1S t,lis ‘0 be seen every year in each
of our large cities! Night after night the opera-house
is crowded. Concert halls by the dozen are filled for
^hundred nighls. Throngs gather and the public
wild with enthusiasm. Do they get music! No.
Boundless as ,s the quantity, choice as is the quality
only a momentary pleasure is gained which dissipates
an hour. Even the musician who has ears to hear
ocs not hear. A few and only a few have learned the
wP
,
“ ab9°rb music itseU’ and by abteke te ^COme arger dynam°8 and
ability to
fake in more and more as years go on. Physical nowmay fail, but the absorption of the grand principle
goes on until the last day. When Ufe^on^to
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only of religious training. Y’et in each one, in every
one, is a spiritual nature, which, found, can be grown
into beautiful proportions. The development of that
lies in the hands of every adult. Musicians need to
grow it. Whether one is interested in church and re¬
ligious bodies has little to do with that growth except
as means to the end. Means may be needed, of just
that kind, by some. Others can grow their spir¬
itual natures in other ways. It may seem to some
teachers that such training should not come from
them. Their pupils come to them for music, and not
for spirituality. But—and this is the thought to be
left in mind, for consideration—music and spirituality
are so closely allied that, through the latter, present
in every heart, you can get quickest and best into
absorption and development of music.

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS.
BY FRED. S. DAW.

Leonora Jackson, the young American violims
who has made so much stir in musical circles
season, was once asked to what watchword or mot
she owed her success. She said: “I will answer yon|

question by asking another: What is the S1*4
room in the world? The ‘room for improvemen
When sent to Europe, sLx years ago, she wo
zealously on that principle, and returns, at the
of twenty, one of the world's great artists. It18 'V
given to the many or even to the few to deve op^ ^
so early an age into an artist of such calibre, j*
is a wholesome truth that degeneration is at
matter
when the need of improvement is not felt, no
how much may have been gained or accompli
Every earnest student knows that there is 110 ^
thing as standing still; one goes backward if n0^eB
ward. Improvement, however, should not be
in any narrow technical sense; it is often for§°

by Miss Marie Brema. A reception followed the re¬
cital. which was attended by Miss Brema, Mr. David
Bispham, and a number of other distinguished mu¬
sical people.
On Friday afternoon the members of the board at¬
tended the Thomas Orchestra Concert, as guests of
Mrs. Theodore Thomas, honorary president of the fed¬
eration; Mrs. Edwin H. Lapham, president; and Mrs.
Frederic Ullmann. ex-president of the Amateur Mu¬
sical CInb.—Jfr*. T. B. Allison.

Tkb presiding officer of
TALKS ON
any organization is never
PARLIAMENTARY
addressed by name, but is
PROCEDURE.
always referred to as “the
chair.”
In any association of women in addressing the presi¬
dent. if it be a permanent society and the chairman
is a temporary one, the term “Madame” is used in
plare of Mrs. or Miss, which prevents confusion.
The presiding officer may always sit except when
stating a motion, when putting it to vote, or when¬
ever addressing the assembly.
Any proposition or business* brought before the club
in the form of a motion should be written, in order
that the chair may state it exactly as it was given
by the mover, and that it may be correctly entered
upon the minutes. A change of a few words often
alters the meaning of a sentence entirely, end a chair
man may refuse to state a question which is not
written.
Every motion should be seconded, as this will show
that at least two persons are interested in its pres
entation. and prove that it is not the hobby or fad
of one member.
fhe method of procedure in introducing a motion is
as follows: Secure a a -under beforehand, then rise

have among the special rules one that the debate be
limited to three minutes.
speaker at some length, who has had special facilit
for obtaining information or peculiar preparation
instructing the assembly upon the subject before
the special rule which limits debate may be suspenc
for the time, by a two-thirds vote. Then should f
low a motion that ten or fifteen minutes be allow
the speaker, and if carried affirmatively the speal
continues for the allotted time. This suspension ,
plies only to this particular case.
By “Special Rules” is not meant either the Cons
ution or By-Laws, as these cannot be suspended; t
additional rules which contain only those that i
liab e to change, as time-limit for debate, the hour
meeting, admission of guests, the order of busine
etc.
on!lththmting b 006 f°r the transacti0" 0* basin,
offiy. the chairman should endeavor to hold eve
speaker strictly to the point, by ruling, as
order every digression from the subject, if the deba
be upon ethical or like debatable subjects, which ar
." ciubs’ ‘Part from business, Uke the play of “Gossi,
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but at last, with the” ^
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*** courage of conviction rises
eaTTlth? wUght that apPeira
fitting t
^though to many hearer, its bearing upon it
exceedingly remote.-*,, Theodore F. sLS

of cheap duplication is the type printing an advan¬
tage; so hand engraving is a trade likely to flourish
indefinitely.
In a suburban town but a half-hour from business
centres a New York woman has an engraving plant
of her own with established patronage. She has im¬
parted some share of her skill to her girl employees,
and whenever the arrangement of music or its proper
transcription are subjects of interest this engraver's
taste and efficiency are quoted. She supports not only
herself, but also dependent relatives, on the proceeds
of her skill. A woman the match for her in experience,
but without the need of daily work, is the wife of a
notable engraver who is most particular as to the
quality of the work that goes out of his workshop.
The wife is sometimes for weeks together at the head
of office affairs during the absence of the master on
business or vacation pursuits, and with the result that
no difference is noticed in the tenor of the work at
complished, either as to artistic or business phases.

How to Become a Mttsic Engraver.
To become an expert music engraver involves murk
persistent practice. For the first two or three months
apprenticeship the beginner gets no pay. The ' a^e
of the materials she uses far outweighs any *>e!ie
she might be. This probationary term being over. gets $3.00 a week until proficient. Meanwhile she
put to do the filling in of partially engraved
the rests, or the slurs, the cleff9 or pedal marks .ha.
have been expressly left for her to do, in order to
courage her self-reliance. By degrees she get*
facile with her tools and to give such proof of ^
cienev that it is felt she can be trusted not to sf*
* plate. A knowledge of the first principles and m ’
nientg of music is indispensable to the girl app1*®
and, however anxious or seemly an applicant
P«ar, she is not taken on the force unless sbe
studied music at least in the elementary stages*

the reader, as far as is practicable.
The nearest approach to a comprehensive and autboritive history of church music is a volume entitled
"Studies in Worship Music," by J. Spencer Curwen,
of London. The author is prominently connected with
the Tonic Sol-Fa movement in England (his father
being its founder and inventor), but there is no evi¬
dence of any narrowness in his book. His judgment is
unusually sane, liberal, and catholic. Every form of
church music is discussed with judicial fairness and
intelligent* sympathy, the treatment ranging over a
wide field and including such diversified topics as the
music of the Salvation Army and the music of the
Hreek Church.
Among other chapters of lively interest are accounts
of the "Old Parochial Psalmody" in the Independent,
Baptist, and Presbyterian Churches; hints on the use
of the organ in divine service; directions for training
a congregation in singing; a discussion of chanting,
etc. Modern organists will especially enjoy his vivid
descriptions of the musical services at noted London
churches, such as St. Paul’s, Westminster Abbey, and
The Temple Church, while, at the same time, the au¬
thor gives most valuable impressions of Moody and
Sankey hymns and tunes, German Protestant Church
music, Sunday-school music, etc. The work has been
strongly indorsed by competent critics, and can be
heartily commended to the profession.
Works on the musie of the English Church are
humerous and excellent, though we fear they are little
known, outside a small circle. A standard treatise in
this line is "English Church Composers,” by W. A.
Barrett, which portrays the lives of great English
organists and writers of church music from the early
day* of Thomas Tallis down to John Goss in our own
time. It includes many personal details about the
lives and works of such men of musical genius as
Richard Fanrant, Orlando Gibbons. Henry Purcell,
William Boyce, Jackson of Exeter, Thomas Attwoodj
a R Wesley, Henry smart, and many others. The au¬

Federal Street.

roost interesting. Another English churchman whose
name is not so familiar in this country is Sir F. A. G.
Ouseley, who died several years ago. His biography,
recently issued, shows how much he did for the ad¬
vancement of the cause of music in the church of
England, devoting, as he did, his life and large private
means to this object.
Comparatively few American organists, we think,
are aware that there are several works on music of
the Protestant Episcopal Church in America. Among
these must be mentioned the biography of Dr. John
Ireland Tucker, of Troy, N. Y., who did a pioneer
work in raising the standard of the musical portion
of the Episcopal Church during his generation. His
life comprises a sketch of the rise and progress of
church music in America.
Of a somewhat similar character is the “Life of
Edward Hodges ” by his daughter, Faustina Hodges,
who was of English birth and training, but for a period
of twenty years (1839-59) occupied the important post
of organist and director of Trinity Church, New York.
The volume possesses a special significance for its
picture of the state of musical culture in the metropohs fifty years ago. Other works having his¬
torical value as marking the development of music
at vanous penods in our own land are “Music as it
of T^tvV\the T N‘ ^ C°mWa11’ the ™*or
of Tnnity Church in Fairfield, Conn. This was pubvolumelhowin h” 805100
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Another good plan is to procure a blank book- ^
for music, and jot down fragments of music l^oU|
eight bars in length) which are complete in themsern
and appropriate for interludes. These will be fb°*
in piano compositions, songs, anthems, etc. Each p*
of pages can be reserved for a single key, and w
hymn is announced the organist can open the m ^
lude book to the pages containing interludes in
key of the tune.
If one has studied harmony many of the ex

March number, and a general study of scales and
arpeggio* will be the most beneficial piano practice
during the break in your organ practice.
i. Would I derive any benefit in having pedals
placed under my own piano to enable me to keep up
my pedal practice! Could I make the pedals my self
and use a piano chair to sit on!
A as.: A pedal piano would assist you a great deal,
but a set of dummy pedals played from a piano-chair
would be of no use to you.

M. T. N. A.

thus and so; breathe as I do, thus; sing as I do, so,”
and then, in their pieces, they mark their breathingplaces, the notes that should be accented, where the
crescendos and decrescendos should appear, beautiful
curved lines for the portamentos, make varicqis im¬
provements upon the composer's idea by retards and
accelerandos, holds, etc. When a composition thus
embellished falls into your hands, you arrive at once
at conclusions either that the pupil is irresponsible
and unretlective, and incapable of gaining, by the
process of reasoning, at the right manner of revealing
the idea contained in the text, or, if not that, the
teacher thinks him so, or that the pupil may be suf¬
ficiently strong in these points, but the teacher is
, --

Tbs time is drawing near when the thoughts and
paths of the musicians of America will be directed to
Iks Moines, la., where the next meeting of the Music
Teachers' National Association will be held in June.
The association has had new life infused into it, and
the future outlook for its continued usefulness is
bright, indeed. “All professional musicians of the
conntry are eligible to membership in the M. T.
V. A.,’’ the Messenger, the official organ, says, “and
all branches of the profession are represented, and any
person who makes his living by following any branch
of music is an eligible person and is requested to join
the association.”
The membership fee is 92 for the first year and $1
a year thereafter if paid each year. Those desiring in¬
formation should writ* to the secretary, Philip Werthner. Walnut Hill* Musie School, Cincinnati, Ohio.
It is to be hoped that the attendance will be good
at the forthcoming meeting. The sessions will be held
in the Auditorium, which has a seating capacity of
more than 2300. The citizens of Des Moines, through
the Commercial Exchange, have raised the funds neces¬
sary to employ a good orchestra. The meeting will un¬
doubtedly be successful numerically, a* well as finan¬
cially and artistically.

--
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to a correct appreciation of the composer’s thor
With all deference to the vocal profession, perha]
not infrequently occurs that both teacher and j
are working at a disadvantage; but I am glad to
that of late evidences are accumulating with gratif
rapidity that the old and false idea of literalisi
vocal instruction is passing away. The fact that
times seven are twenty-eight is taught as a prin
“ 0Ur ear'y “l^ol-days; we do not teach our
dren that four times seven cards are twenty-,
cards; we stop with the truth, leaving them to' a
It where ,t is necessary in their future dealings
the world. I once heard a very eminent teach,
smging say that he had two grades of pupils:
for whom he marked upon their music everything
was to be done; they remained with him one qua
rhe other grade for whom he rarely put pencil t.
paper: they never finished a composition, but retu
L to fiTr \°f fr0m f°Ur l° 311
ma
ng to find how the work which they had been c
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Is THE glamour gone from
A FAMOUS
PR1MA-DONNA.

the great names in song!
Are they to be flouted at
with skeptical questioning’

—those splendid reputations of the past! “Jenny
Lind! Ugh! I do not believe she sang any better
than the best singers of to-day. Pasta, Grisi, Mario.
Malibran, Rubini, Alboni, Lablacbe, and Lind—they
were so celebrated because there were fewer singers
in their day.”
Wait, oh impatient one, so full of pride in the world;
pushing and striving and machine-making! I ha'e a
tiny vase of the commonest pottery. It i3 four thou
sand years old, and it was made upon just such »
wheel as is used to-day and from no better ciay H*®1
is used in our plainest “stoneware,” yet its surf***
shows an iridescence that cannot be reproduced no*
in such material.
There are “lo3t arts.”
,
There are other arts that have made no acts*
progress in centuries.
The art of singing is one of these last. Just as m
ern machinery has increased the quantity and owe
the price of all textile fabrics, so the complexity ^
modem life has demanded and obtained a tremen
supply of mediocrity in singing, and has cheapen'™
the art. There might still be as good teaeMrt
Porpora, Durante, Scarlatti, Crescentini, and o
^
the old days like them, if there were any denian ^
them—by such large laws is the world goiern
the hurrying people of to-day have no time or
with their calm, deliberate processes. Tet by n0
methods can great artists be made.
nrlBP
Why has there been no truly great dramatic ^
in the latter half of this dying century n°
^
star to rise and wane within its five decudes^^ ^
been the efflorescent period of the soprano hge ^ j
a type. And why? Because that is the -I*1 Widelyvoices to put into condition for a career.
e
heralded successes of one widely-adverti
_ctrtejt
are all made with that voice. Another who is

There came a realization, as never la-fore, of what was
possible for the human voice in the way of silvery
purity and carrying power, so that never more could
there be full satisfaction with singing leas beautiful
and artistic. We cannot rise above our ideals. Hence
the desirability of listening to the best available
models.
Not all artist* coming to America with a European
reputation are to be accepted without question by
our voeal students. Alva re* has sung here recently.
He is a first tenor of the Paris grand opera. Yet in
some respects his singing was faulty. In forte pas¬
sages his tone-production varied almost with each
vowel used. He appeared to know nothing of that
beautiful legato which is the result of the equalization
of the vowel*. Variation from good, or musical, tonequality to bad quality simply in consequence of a
change of vowel is not artistic variation of tone-color.
HU production on high tones was often forced, so
that on singing a sustained passage at middle pitch,
after a series of loud high tones, he was unable to
bold his tone to pitch, often flatting whole phrases.
Evidently the voeal student must discriminate
among so called “great” singers. He esnnot afford to
depend entirely upon a European or metropolitan
reputation as a guarantee that a vocalist sings well.
As a matter of fact, much singiog that passes for good
work with audiences in European centres is not ac¬
cepted by cultured American audiences. There are
teachers of singing in America fully the equal of any
of those in Europe. The fact that a singer has studied
and sung in Europe is no guarantee that he sings
better than a singer trained in America, or even that
he rings at all well. As to relying upon a c’airo of a
“metropolitan reputation” the voeal student would do
well to make inquiry a* to the genuineness of such
claims. There are ways of manufacturing such repu¬
tations for use in the “Provinces.” Moreover, cultured
audiences often disagree with culture.! professional
newspaper critics ss to the merits of a singer's per
formanre; and the critics sometimes disagree with

ing is an artist, whether he have his abode in a large
city or a country town.—/’. IV. Wodell.

A ruined voice is usu
attributable to either the exaggeration of the regisi
the forcing of the voice upward, the eommunicatin
a tlnn quality, or giving to the voice an exees
vo ume of tone. The ambitious student often imp
the voice by practicing too long at one time. No
ginner in the study of voeal culture should sing n
than fifteen or twenty minutes at a time, with in
vals of at least twenty minutes. If one is in the
of health, as a rule, he may practice two hours ar
half daily, but the manner of the exercise should t
much to do with the amount of time devoted to vo
.ration Never practice when not feeling well, or w
aligned. In all things connected with the hin
organ,zat,on there is a limit; i{ this *
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vanced scale work, “Giraudet’s Exercises.” If you de¬
sire advanced work in vocalizes, Sieber has written
very- interesting advanced work for all voices, with and
without the syllables. The best vocalizes out for mid¬
dle-voice work are Tosti’s. The best and most up-todate book on vocal topics covering the theory as well
as the practice of singing is the three volumes ol
William Shakespeare’s, of London, published by Ditson.
Constant Reader.—Smoking moderately does not
affect the health of some. Smoking immoderately is
a gross violation of the laws of health. Those who
are close students of their own physical phenomena
can tell better than I whether they experience ill

fccts in their voice from temperate or intemperate
smoking, and, if they are at all self-denying in tif'r
interest for their work, will govern themselves accord

*ngiy.
D. S.—1. If it is a boy who sings with a splendid
bass voice it is no wonder that he becomes hoarse in
ten or fifteen minutes. He should be allowed to
with only the medium stress, and should so adjust hi
vocal efforts that he is able to stop before he become
hoarse; even at the slightest suggestion of fioarsenes2. The positions for the syllables da-me-ni-po tu
should be precisely the same as when the vowels »i*
spoken, with the idea of making the vowel p01*
Pronunciation should be fixed in the speaking ra
before attempting to carry it into the singing
The long sound of “i” is precisely the same as 1
vowel “Ah.” The second sound of the diphthon^
adjust itself as the vowel is closing.
O. E\ 8.—1. A boy whose voice is changing
not use it for singing at all. He should not she
speak above a normal middle stress in conversa
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2. From one to three years is required by
fully and safely complete the change from th»
voice to the man’s voice.
-wteMrs. J. L. G.—I will take up the subject of vibw ^
singing in response to your letter either in pnva
in the next issue.

in a fine state of excitement, which, however, did not
interfere with the production of many beautiful smaller
works. Delicacy and vivacity are required to render
this properly, and care should be taken, in the chro¬
matic accompaniment, to keep the melody prominent
throughout
“Caucasia* March,” opus 5i, No. 10, by Rich.

Kleinmichrl. The music of the far East is dominated
by weird, mystical effect*, often in a minor key; and
this four-hand piece is composed in close imitation of
that musk. The attack should be vigorous, and,
where so marked, the accented notes should be plhycd
clearly and prominently.'

WANTED—A POSITION AS ASSISTANT PIANOteacher in a school, by one with three years’ ex¬
perience. Testimonials given. Address: Miss Clara
M. Fry, care of The Etude.
N ANTED- POSITION AS DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
in a college, or a good opening for private teach¬
ing in piano, harmony, and composition. Many years'
experience; best of references. Address: -K care
of The Etude.

EDWARD BAXTER PERRY HAS BEEN SOLICITED
,
tomrteyd his Western tour next fall from Denver
to the Pacific coast, and will do so if enough points in
that seetmn apply to fill three weeks. Parties between
the Rockies and the coast desiring lecture-recitals in

sff Mr* addrCM Mr' Pmy at
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"SrAXisH Daxck,” by Frank Rubens. This excel¬
lent composition is not only beautiful, but affords
good practice in the playing of broken chords and
*rF*®t*0*> which the student must not jumble together.
Played with delicate touch, yet with force, it recalls
the dances so frequently seen in Old Spain.
“Boloio," by Friedrich KieL The bolero is a Span
i»h national dance with moderately quick movement,
in whkh the dancer accompanies his steps with casta¬
nets. in playing this composition the characteristic
rhythm (which is shown snd marked in the left hand
in the first few measures) should be carefully ob¬
served to give the correct rendering.
“EoTTTtAit Parade,” by Arthur L. Brown. The
opening measure* of this march should he played
h^blty, as though the parade was first seen and heard
in tha distance. With a Utile care and practice the
-tudent can discern where to bring out the different
degrees of power to imitate the arrival, passing, and
gradual departure of the procession. As the whole
disappears the noise and music die away to a mere
fr ho.
The GojHWATTO-ATroR,"by RLPoldini Grandma s

birthday i» usually the occasion for jollification on the
part of the whole family, and in whkh the children
naturally take the chief part. The joyous effect is here

B^‘on

works of their contents, the clear printing, and their
beauty and durability of appearance.
Edward T. N. Swift.
The Etude always comes to my assistance with
new methods and inventions.
I have spent so much time in improving unsatis¬
factory charts to express my ideas to the young
scholars of my class; your prepared charts, with ma¬
chine to rule the staff just when and where you want,
removes a great obstacle from my path of class-in¬
struction generally.
M. ElcOCK.
I have received, as premium for obtaining subscrip¬
tions to The Etude, Dr. Riemann's “Dictionary of
Music and Musicians,” for which I thank you most
heartily. I find the book all that my work as a stu¬
dent and teacher demands.
I consider the publisher of The Etude a benefactor
to the profession by putting such excellent .works
within the reach of those whose means are limited.
Hubebt H. Parke*.

I find Mason's "Touch and Technic” very
developing the muscles of the hand and' a
A xxa J. Le,
h ' <io,not 1^‘tate to recommend your ho
are always found you prompt and 'reliable.
(Mrs.) C. M. Bahst
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eTery ™
’ ’l stands ahead of ar
Georue W.

have always\a,r:ryoudha„drrte,1’,S ^
(Mrs.) Harry Be:

Goodrich’s “Theory of Interpretation” is an cxcei
lent work, a book that every student who value
musical above mechanical interpretation should bavt
A bile musical feeling or poetical conception eanno
lie learned from books, the means, however, of eW’
tion are given with considerable clarity and surxrao
ness to enable the student to recognize parallels a
profit thereby. Every means of interpretation is
,
tained in the book. It is especially to be conunen
to students and amateurs who have not the advir*
superior musicians at hand.
A. M. FoUBSTKR.
A. J. Goodrich’s “Theory of Interpretation^.^
highly interesting work, and can be warmly I*f0
mended to all serious music students.
Chas. F. Mutter.
This morning I received “Theory of Lnt
by Goodrich, and I am both surprised and de ig
at such a magnificent volume. The fine P*P? ,j,e
clear print will make it a pleasure as one stum __
pages. The subject appears to be treated ■? * '
terlv manner; the work should be in the U ' •
every musician,
(Miss) M. F. Mots®1“Theory of Interpretation,” by Goodrich,
I am certainly pleased with the work. I , a- i 5a
out for your'“Advance Offers” of new books, anu
always well rewarded for so doing.
^ Holla.*111

